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Dear Fellows: 

Somewhere in Scripture, the Lord warns us that there will come times so fraught with the 

danger of apostacy that, if it were possible, the very elect would be deceived. 

What else does this mean than, that, in those times especially, the devil will appear as an angel 

of light? The Lord, no doubt, refers to times when the lie of the anti-Christ will be so garbed in the 

cloak of the truth of Christ that it is extremely difficult to distinguish the one from the other. In the 

name of the Christian faith all kinds of human philosophy and heresy will be offered. And the purpose 

is to lead the people of God astray, not only in regard to doctrine, but, of course, also in respect to their 

walk in the midst of the world. 

I often think that our times are especially characterized by this danger. How many wild 

movements are initiated in our day in the name of Christ, that are agencies to inculcate the lie. And they 

find no difficulty to gain followers, thousands of them, all over the world, because our generation is 

noted for its ignorance of sound doctrine, and men are easily swayed by various winds of doctrine, 

especially if the leaders know how to sweep the emotions and to create enthusiasm. Moreover, even 

modernism itself usually speaks in terms of the historic Christian faith. They, the modernists, do not 

hesitate to speak of Christ as the Son of God, even though they mean something entirely different from 

the denotation of that term in true Christian doctrine. And how general is the movement to unite all 

churches
:
 into one mighty Institution. The slogan is so beautiful: the Church must be one in Christ! In 

the meantime, a unity is sought regardless of the truth, and at the expense of the Christian faith. 

Now, we know that the world will never succeed to deceive the very elect. Nevertheless, over 

against all these movements and in opposition to this tendency of our times, we have a serious calling. 

And our calling: is plain: we must hold fast our confession! For us, this means, not that we maintain a 

general and vague expression of Christian faith, but that we firmly adhere and unmoveably stand on the 

basis of our own, definite, Protestant Reformed Confession. It requires, of course, knowledge of that 

Confession. How shall we hold fast that with which we are not acquainted? It means that we heartily: 

believe the truth of that Confession. It implies that we speak of it, and that, in our walk and 

conversation, we adorn that Confession by living in sanctification, forsaking the world, and fighting the 

good fight, even unto the end, that no one take our crown. 

 Dear fellows, I hope and pray that you may never be deceived; but that you persevere in the 

faith once delivered unto saints!  

As ever your friend, 

H. Hoeksema 
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